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The phase diagram of the two-leg Kondo ladder is investigated using omputational tehniques.
Ferromagnetism is present, but only at small ondution eletron densities and robust Kondo ou-
pling J . For densities n & 0.4 and any Kondo oupling, a paramagneti phase is found. We also
observed spin dimerization at densities n=1/4 and n=1/2. The spin struture fator at small J
peaks at ~q=(2n, 0)π for n . 0.5, and at ~q=(n, 1)π for n & 0.5. The harge struture fator suggests
that eletrons behave as free partiles with spin-1/2 (spin-0) for small (large) J .
PACS numbers: 75.30.Mb, 71.10.Pm, 75.10.-b
Numerial studies provide valuable unbiased informa-
tion about strongly orrelated eletroni systems. How-
ever, urrent omputer limitations restrit most inves-
tigations to one-dimensional (1D) models or small two-
dimensional (2D) lusters. Unfortunately, the physis
found in 1D models is often qualitatively dierent from
results observed in real materials. A possible proedure
to start an investigation of realisti 2D models is by ou-
pling 1D systems together. This approah has been used
with great suess in the ase of the t-J model, where
numerial methods suh as Exat Diagonalization
1
and
Density Matrix Renormalization Group (DMRG)
2
were
helpful in eluidating several properties of the 2D model
through studies of t-J ladders.1,3,4,5
The ground-state properties of the 2D Kondo lattie
model (KLM) remain mainly unexplored using unbiased
methods. The KLM is the simplest model believed to de-
sribe heavy-fermion materials
6
and, thus, a better un-
derstanding of its ground state is muh needed. The
main goal of the present work is to provide the rst steps
toward determining the phase diagram of the two-leg
Kondo ladder (2-LKL). The information provided here
will hopefully be as relevant for KLM 2D systems as lad-
der studies were in the t-J model ontext. The N -leg
Kondo ladders onsist of N Kondo hains oupled by the
hopping term. As shown below, the phase diagram of the
2-LKL is fairly dierent from the 1D KLM. We onsid-
ered the 2-LKL on 2×L lusters and a Hamiltonian
H = −t
∑
<i,j>,σ
(c†i,σcj,σ +H. c.) + J
∑
j
Sj · sj,
where cjσ annihilates a ondution eletron at site j
with spin projetion σ, Sj is a loalized spin-
1
2 oper-
ator, sj=
1
2
∑
αβ c
†
j,ασαβcj,β is the ondution eletron
spin density operator, and σαβ are Pauli matries. Here
〈ij〉 denotes nearest-neighbor sites, J>0 is the Kondo
oupling onstant between ondution eletrons and lo-
al moments, and t=1 xes the energy sale. The to-
tal number of ondution eletrons is N and n=N/2L.
This model was investigated with the DMRG tehnique
2
using open boundary onditions. The nite-size algo-
rithm for sizes up to 2×L=80 was applied, keeping up
to m=1200 states per blok. The disarded weight was
typially about 10−5-10−9 in the nal sweep.
Let us rst briey desribe what is urrently known
about the KLM ground-state phase diagram. In 1D,
for low eletroni density and/or large J the ground
state is ferromagneti
7
(see also Ref. 8). The rest of
the phase diagram is haraterized by a paramagneti
phase, exept for a small wedge of ferromagnetism for
llings above n=0.5.9 Furthermore, spin dimerization has
reently been disovered at n=0.5.10 Most ground-state
investigations in higher dimensions have been limited to
approximate approahes. Doniah
11
pointed out the pos-
sible existene of a Kondo-lattie quantum ritial point
(QCP) due to the ompetition between the Ruderman-
Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY) interation, whih favors
antiferromagnetism (AFM), and the Kondo eet, whih
favors paramagnetism. The full mean-eld phase dia-
gram of the 3D Kondo lattie was obtained by Laroix
and Cyrot.
12
They found that, at small J , there is a rit-
ial density nc separating a ferromagneti phase from an
antiferromagneti one. For suiently large J , however,
the Kondo eet dominates and the system is param-
agneti. Further studies also onsidered an expliit ex-
hange interation between loalized spins.
13
Reently,
quantum Monte Carlo (QMC)
14
and DMRG
15
investi-
gations of the half-lled Kondo lattie in small lusters
onrmed the existene of a QCP at J∼1.45 in agree-
ment with previous approximate approahes.
16
More-
over, DMRG results on N -leg Kondo ladders at half-
lling have shown that the spin and harge gaps are
nonzero for any number of legs and oupling J .15 A two-
hannel version has also been studied at half-lling.
17
Here, the two-leg Kondo ladder away from half-lling is
onsidered.
In Fig. 1(a), the shemati phase diagram of the 2-LKL
is presented. We have identied three phases hara-
terized by full ferromagnetism (FM), partially saturated
FM (PFM), and paramagnetism (PM). The approximate
boundaries between these phases were rst obtained from
the energy dierene ∆E=E((2L − N)/2) − E(0) for
L = 16, where E(p) is the ground state energy in the se-
tor with total spin projetion SzT=
∑
i S
z
i + s
z
i=p. This
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Figure 1: (a) Phase diagram of the 2-LKL. FM, PM, and
PFM denote regions with ferromagnetism, paramagnetism,
and partial ferromagnetism, respetively. To the right of the
dotted line, the thik lines separate three regions: small and
large J and n ≷ 0.5. These regions are haraterized by
the loation of the spin-spin struture fator peak (see text).
(b) Gap ∆E between the ground state and the ferromagneti
state vs. J for a 2×16 luster, and several numbers of ele-
trons (as shown). The densities from the top are, n=0.1875,
0.25, 0.3125, 0.374, and 0.5625. () Magnetization density vs.
Kondo oupling, at several densities n. The errors are of the
order of or smaller than the symbol size.
was then double-heked through the (omputationally
more ostly) alulation of the ground-state total spin of
2×8, 2×16, and 2×32 lusters. In Fig. 1(b), we show
∆E as a funtion of J for the 2×16 luster, and several
values of N . These values suggest that for small den-
sity and large (small) J the ground state is FM (PM),18
while for the whole region with density n & 0.4 and
J>0 it is PM. In Fig. 1(), the magnetization density
m=ST/2L vs. J is shown for some ondution eletron
densities. It an be seen that for small n and J the total
spin is zero (within the DMRG preision). At n=1/8,
m starts to inrease as J is inreased, and saturates at
m=(1− n) /2. For n=1/4, however, m is non-monotoni
and vanishes with further inrease of J , apparently on-
tinuously. These results are not due to nite-size eets:
the same behavior is observed for both 2×16 and 2×32
lusters at this density, suggesting that it survives the
thermodynami limit. For 0.25 . n . 0.4, the magne-
tization density does not saturate at m=(1− n) /2 (see
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Figure 2: The spin struture fator S (~q) vs. qx for the 2-
LKL: (a) J=0.8, n=1/4 and L=32; (b) J=0.8, n=7/8 and
L=32; () S (qx, qy = 0) vs. qx for several values of L with
J=0.8 and n=1/4; (d) S (~q) for densities n=7/16 and n=7/8
(see arrows) with L=32 and J=60. The solid (dotted) lines
orrespond to qy=0 (qy=π).
n=0.3125, Fig. 1 ()). Then, this phase has partial ferro-
magneti (PFM) order. For n & 0.4, we have found that
m<0.03 for several Kondo ouplings J (while for large J ,
m<10−3). This result strongly suggests that the whole
region with n & 0.4 is paramagneti. This is dierent
from the 1D KLM, whih shows full FM at any density
for large enough J .7,9 It is surprising that oupling just
one more hain to the 1D Kondo lattie indues suh a
dramati eet on the phase diagram.
To probe the paramagneti phase, we alu-
lated the Fourier transform of the spin-spin orre-
lation funtion (the spin struture fator) S (~q) =
1
2L
∑
~r1,~r2
e~q·(~r1−~r2)
〈
S
T
~r1
· ST~r2
〉
, where S
T
~r1
=S~r1 + s~r1. We
observed that the maximum of S (~q) an appear in three
distint positions, as indiated in Fig. 1(a). For small val-
ues of J , the maximum of S (~q) is loated at ~q=(2n, 0)π
for n . 0.5, while for n & 0.5 it is at ~q=(n, 1)π. As
an example, in Figs. 2(a) and (b) the spin struture fa-
tor S (~q) is presented for the 2×32 luster with J=0.8
and densities n=1/4 and n=7/8, respetively. These re-
sults do not seem to be aused by nite-size eets, as
shown in Fig. 2(): the peak beomes more pronouned
as the length L inreases. Previous studies of the two-leg
Hubbard model lose to half-lling also found that the
peak of S (~q) appears at ~q=(n, 1)π.4 We have also ob-
served that, as the density dereases from n=1, the peak
at ~q=(n, 1)π dereases, while another peak at ~q=(2n, 0)π
starts to inrease, suh that at n ≈ 0.5 they have the
same magnitude. In ontrast, for large values of J , S (~q)
is one order of magnitude smaller and has a small usp
at ~q=(2n, 0)π, as an be seen in Fig. 2(d).
Spin dimerization of the loalized spins has been de-
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Figure 3: (a) Nearest-neighbor spin orrelations of the 2-LKL
for L=32, J=0.8, and n=1/4. Solid and dashed lines repre-
sent AFM and FM orrelations, respetively. The thikness
of the lines is proportional to the magnitude of the orrela-
tions. Only the ladder entral portion is presented. Below the
orrelations, a lassial onguration ompatible with them
is shown. (b) Same as (a) but for n=1/2; () Dimer order-
parameter D (L/2− 1)vs. 1/L for J=0.8 and n=1/4.
teted in the 1D KLM for both J<019 and J>0.10 It
would be very interesting if the dimerization also survives
in the 2-LKL, as this would suggest that it may also be
present in the 2D system. Indeed, we have observed spin
orrelations in the 2-LKL that resemble the dimerization
of the 1D KLM. In Fig. 3(a), we show the spin-spin orre-
lations
〈
S
T
~r1
· ST~r2
〉
for nearest-neighbor sites of the 2-LKL
at density n=1/4, J=0.8 and L=32. The solid (dashed)
lines indiate that D(j) is negative (positive) and the line
thikness is proportional to the amplitude of the orre-
lations. As an be seen, along the legs the dimer order
parameterD(j)=
〈
S
T
(1,j) · S
T
(1,j+1)
〉
osillates with period
2, while the rungs exhibit FM orrelations. We have also
found that for n=1/2, D(j) also osillates with period
2, as shown in Fig. 3(b). However, in this ase, the or-
relations along the rungs are antiferromagneti. This is
not a nite-size eet artifat or aused by open bound-
aries: in Fig. 3(), the order parameter at the enter of
the ladder D(j = L/2 − 1) vs. 1/L, at J=0.8 n=1/4,
shows a very weak size dependene. For other densities,
more omplex spin strutures were observed and there is
no analogous simple piture (a similar situation ours in
the 1D KLM away from quarter-lling
10
). For J≫1 and
0.5. n<1,
〈
S
T
~r1
· ST~r2
〉
∼ −10−3 (for n.0.5 some small
ferromagneti orrelations start to develop), muh less
than the values found for small J . We also have veri-
ed that, as in the 1D ase,
10
these spin orrelations an
be traed bak to the RKKY interation between loal-
ized spins. This eetive, ondution-eletron mediated
spin-spin interation an be obtained from seond-order
perturbation theory and it is given by
HRKKY ∼ J
2
∑
i,j
J1RKKY(|i− j|)(S
1
i · S
1
j + S
2
i · S
2
j) + 2J
2
RKKY(|i − j|)S
1
i · S
2
j ,
where
(J1RKKY(0), J
1
RKKY(1), J
1
RKKY(2), ...) =
{
(0,−1, 0.66, 0.07,−0.41,−0.03, 0.28, ...) n = 1/4
(0,−0.17, 1.25, 0.73,−1.29, 0.10, 0.46, ...) n = 1/2
,
(J2RKKY(0), J
2
RKKY(1), J
2
RKKY(2), ...) =
{
(−1.46, 0.23, 0.90, 0.09,−0.41,−0.03, 0.28, ...) n = 1/4
(4.35, 2.30,−2.42, 0.07, 0.70, 0.40,−0.86, ...) n = 1/2
,
and S
1
j (S
2
j ) is the loalized spin in the rst (seond) leg
and rung j. For simpliity, only the rst few RKKY
ouplings were shown. Let us now fous on density
n=1/4. All J1RKKY(l) have signs that favor a lassi-
al onguration along the legs as ↑↑↓↓↑↑↓↓. Note that
spin dimerization is expeted in a spin hain with rst-
and seond-neighbor interations J1 and J2, if J2>0 and
−4J2<J1<0.
20
The rst two RKKY ouplings J1RKKY(1)
and J1RKKY(2) along the legs satisfy this inequality, and
further neighbors ouplings favor the lassial ongura-
tion. Moreover, the ouplings J2RKKY(l) between legs also
favor the predominant ferromagneti alignment aross
the rungs (exept for J2RKKY(1)=0.23, whih is neverthe-
less small), also in agreement with the lassial piture
presented in Fig. 3(a). A similar analysis also holds for
the ase n=1/2. It is interesting to note that, in this ase,
the legs are oupled antiferromagnetially and J2RKKY(l)
has larger magnitudes than at n=1/4. This fat suggests
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Figure 4: The harge struture fator N (~q) vs. qx for the
2×32 luster and n=7/8: (a) J=0.8; (b) J=10. We also show
N
1
2
0
(~q) and N00 (~q) (see text).
that at n=1/2 the legs are more strongly oupled than
at n=1/4. Indeed, our numerial results of Figs. 3(a)-(b)
onrm this expetation. Thus, the RKKY interation
appears to naturally lead to the spin struture shown in
Figs. 3(a)-(b). It is interesting to note that unusual or-
dered spin strutures have been observed in some heavy
fermion ompounds (see, for example, Ref. 21). Our re-
sults suggest that the eetive RKKY interation may
be their origin.
We have also alulated the harge struture
fator N (~q)= 12L
∑
~r1,~r2
e~q·(~r1−~r2) 〈δn(~r1)δn(~r2)〉, where
δn(~r1)=n(~r1) − 〈n(~r1)〉. Previous work on the 1D KLM
has shown that the qualitative behavior of N (~q) in the
extreme weak- and strong-oupling limits ould be as-
ribed to free spin-
1
2 and spinless fermions, respetively.
22
The same analysis laries the behavior of N (~q) in the 2-
LKL. Let us allNS0 (~q) the harge struture fator of free
fermions with spin-S in a two-leg nearest-neighbor tight-
binding ladder.
22
In Fig. 4(a), N (~q) is shown for the 2-
LKL with L=32, J=0.8, and n=7/8, as well N
1
2
0 (~q). The
behavior of N (~q) is fairly similar to free spin- 12 fermions.
On the other hand, in the strong oupling limit N (~q) ap-
proahes the struture fator N00 (~q) of spinless fermions
(see Fig. 4(b)).
In onlusion, we have explored the phase diagram of
the two-leg Kondo lattie model away from half-lling.
Our results show that a ferromagneti phase is present
only for small densities, unlike the 1D Kondo hain but
onsistent with mean eld studies.
12
We have found that
the harges behave basially as free fermions. On the
other hand, the spins have non-trivial behavior. The
peak of the spin struture fator for small values of J
is loated at ~q=(2n, 0)π for n.0.5, and at ~q=(n, 1)π for
n&0.5. For large values of J and n&0.4 S (~q) has only
a small usp at ~q=(2n, 0)π. We have also shown that
dimerization is present in the 2-LKL at densities n=1/4
and n=1/2, and that the RKKY interation an tenta-
tively explain this unusual spin arrangement.
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